We construct a space X with only one autohomeomorphism and the property that the product Y X A" is homeomorphic to the separable Hubert space.
1. Introduction. In [4] J. van Mill constructed a rigid space (i.e., a space with only one autohomeomorphism) whose square was the Hubert cube. Since then several finite-dimensional rigid spaces with a square that is a manifold have been found; see Ancel and Singh [1] and Ancel, Duvall and Singh [2] . The examples in these papers are constructed by means of CE-decompositions of manifolds. This idea does not work if one wants to factorize the Hubert space I2 into rigid spaces (see Mogilski [5] , who proved that any absolute retract that is a CE-image of an /2-manifold is homeomorphic to I2). Nevertheless, in this note we give a remarkably simple construction of 2X° distinct rigid spaces with squares that are homeomorphic to I2. It is also worth noting that [1, 2 and 4] use algebraic arguments, whereas our discussion is purely topological.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we have collected a few known facts related to continua. We use Sierpihski's theorem [6] that no continuum can be partitioned into countably many disjoint closed subsets. If x is a point of a space X then the continuum-component of x is given by CC(x, X) = U { C c X\ C is a continuum that contains x }.
The space X is called continuum-connected if CC(x, X) = X for some x. Note that Sierpihski's theorem is also valid for continuum-connected spaces.
A closed, continuous mapping is called monotone if it is onto and has the property that the preimage of every connected set is also connected. The following lemma is due to Anderson, Curtis and van Mill [3] .
Lemma. Let Bx and B2 be a-Z-sets in the Hubert cube Q, and letf: Q\BX -» Q\B2 be a homeomorphism. Then there exist a compact space M and monotone mappings Yi, Y2 ■ M -» Q such that yx~\Bx) = yi\B2) andf ° yx\y{\Q \ Bx) = y2\y2\Q \ B2). [3] . It is homogeneous and has the following interesting property (see [3, §3] ): if A is a a-compact subset of Y then (Y\A) X (Y\A) is homeomorphic to I2. We construct a a-compactum in Y such that its complement is rigid.
For every /' e N let Z, be an ¿-pointed star with centre x¡ (i.e., Z¡ is the disjoint union {x,} U Uy_i Jjj, where Jtj U {x¡} is homeomorphic to the arc [0,1]). It is no problem to imbed the Z,'s pairwise disjointly in Y such that the set {xAi e N} is dense (imbed them, for instance, in the pseudo-interior n^,1 (-1,1) , in which case it is also obvious that every Z, is a Z-set in Q). Our example X is now given by 00 / *=r\U U'-V i=i j=i
Observe that P = Q \ X is a a-Z-set in Q and the W^'s are disjoint copies of Q. Since U" iUy-i Jjj is a-compact it suffices to show that Xis rigid.
Claim. Zis rigid.
Proof. Note that {W,\ieN}u{jtJ\(i,j)eN2,jKi} forms a countable, closed covering of P consisting of disjoint continuum-connected sets. According to Sierpihski, this means that it is the collection of continuumcomponents of P. An analogous argument yields that CC(x,., P U {x,}) = Z, for i e N and CC(x,PU{x}) = {x} forx g JrXÍJcJi e N).
This means that x, is the only point x of X whose continuum-component in P U { x } contains precisely / continuum-components of P. Let h be an autohomeomorphism of X. According to the lemma, there exist a compact M and monotone mappings y,, y2 : M -* Q such that yf 1(P) = yïl{P) and h ° YilYi_1(^0 = Y2lY21(^')-Observe that if A c B c Q then A is a continuumcomponent of B iff ykl{A) is a continuum-component of y¿'1(i')-Let x be a point of X. Since y{\{x}) = y2~\{h(x)}) # 0, we have yfHCCix, P U (x))) = YaHCCÍAÍx), P U {A(*)})).
Call this last set C and note that CC(x, PU {x}) contains as many continuumcomponents of P as C contains continuum-components of y1"1(P) = Y2_1(P)-Since the same is true for h(x), we have that CC(x, P U {x}) contains precisely the same number of continuum-components of P as CC(/i(x), P U (A(x)}). In view of the above remark, we may conclude that h fixes the dense set {x,|z e N). This means that h is the identity and, hence, X is rigid.
Remark. Note that this method yields 2K° topologically distinct rigid spaces with squares homeomorphic to I2.
